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Booklist 9. Paul 81

want to be bound by the former’s interests. A couple of essays use the imagery of body-
piercing (Jacqueline Lapsley, Susan Eastman). Three tackle themes from Acts: conver-
sion (Joel Green), the Holy Spirit (J.B.F. Miller) and the word and the church (Matthew 
Skinner). Several essays relate to Romans: translation problems (Richard Hays), was 
Paul a covenantal theologian? (Francis Watson), sin (Shane Berg), time (Ann Jervis), 
political theology (Douglas Harink). The remainder are related to other Pauline letters: 
the cosmic perspective in 1 Cor. 11 (Alexandra Brown), cognitive dissonance in 2 Corin-
thians (Susan Eastman), ‘Cross and Cosmos in Galatians’ (Martinus de Boer), communal 
unity (William S. Campbell), almsgiving in 1 Tim. 6 (David Downs), the end of the law 
(Katherine Sonderegger) and, finally, ‘Who is Jesus Christ for us?’ (Michael Welker). 
The book is thus essentially for Pauline specialists. There are some valuable pieces from 
mature contributors (may I mention Joel Green), but I laid down the offering with a tinge 
of disappointment.

I. Howard Marshall

We are Being Transformed: Deification in Paul’s Soteriology
M. David Litwa
BZNW 187; Berlin: de Gruyter, 2012, 978-3-11-028331-0, €89.95, xv + 327 hb

Litwa draws on a wealth of illustrative ancient Jewish and Hellenistic Greek and Roman 
sources, in conversation with a range of other scholars engaged in this increasingly popu-
lar discussion. He carefully defines his terms, preferring ‘deification’ to the subsequent 
Christian theiösis, as sharing aspects of divine identity, not fused with; and deity in terms 
of immortality and power, with (by Paul’s day) moral ‘virtue’, excellence: features com-
mon in Jewish and wider reflections. We are led through ideas of deification, from Homer 
to the Hellenistic and Roman ruler cults, and of divine bodiliness, and the rule of the 
saints, sharing Christ’s pneumatic body. Monotheism, it is cogently argued, does not 
in this period exclude lesser powers, which in contemporary popular philosophy are 
cooperative and/or subordinate: a sole creator, creating abolutely ex nihilo, is a later 
refinement (yet ‘creation’ seems still taken as once-for-all).

I gained valuable fresh insights and awareness of source material. Critical questions 
that came to mind were usually answered, if belatedly. Most serious is the failure to 
recognize graded ontological continuity. In Platonism, that is from chaotically formless 
matter to supreme order-in-unity, so Philo can say, ‘it would be easier for God to become 
human, even, than for human to become God’ (De legatione 118): down is easier than 
up, even if Philo’s Moses made it someway upwards (as Litwa of course, insists). In Stoi-
cism (as in Epicureanism) everything is material, if some is more rational, orderly, under 
self-control. There are no metaphysical gulfs, only disparities in power and control.

F. Gerald Downing

Abraham our Father: Paul and the Ancestors in Postcolonial Africa, Kamudzandu 144
Conversion in Luke and Paul: An Exegetical and Theological Exploration, Morlan 52
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